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How I will help you.
I will assist in controlling fluid retention, boosting 
your mood and gently nourishing your digestive 
system to discourage bloating.

I also contain some wondrous herbs that will help 
strengthen your immune system.

Let me explain.
As any female will know - your bodies are prone to 
being temperamental. Unlike males, every 28 days your 
bodies are presenting different symptoms ranging from 
bloating, fluid retention to feeling sluggish and heavy.

One day your body is feeling positively bootylicious and 
the next, you’re wondering why your stomach is slightly 
upset... or why your skin looks angry all of a sudden.

Some consistency would be  
fabulous, right?!
This is where I step in! 

I am a tea that you can drink every single day, as part of 
your daily routine.

Handbag - check! Keys - Check! Her Tea - Check!

Carry me in a thermos, sip on me throughout the day 
and I will assist in creating balance and harmony within 
your body.

Consumption.
Find yourself a thermos that holds around 3-4 cups of 
water and place 1 teabag inside.

To enjoy a mug of “HerTea”, place a teabag in 1 cup of 
water and let steep for 3-5 minutes

How else can you create consistency?
  Avoid cold water and raw foods 
  Get 8 hours of sleep
   Avoid eating late at night (as a general rule, cease 
eating 2 hours before bed)

  Avoid sugar 
  Eat clean, unprocessed foods
   Pop a heat pack on your stomach at night after dinner 
and/or in bed

   Treat your body with respect, emotionally and 
physically!

Frequency
Every single day or alternately, as you desire..

Can I be consumed cool/iced?
We always recommend our teas to be consumed hot/
warm in order to achieve maximum results

Her Tea goes well with…
I compliment both TinyTeatox and Man Tea excellently..

Drink me if you want to feel:
Like you want to feel consistently well, energised and revitalised


